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摘   要 
 I
摘   要 
目前已出版了为数不少的对外汉语同、近义词词典，但是根据学者的调查，
还存在着不够规范、针对性不强等问题，本文以张博先生提出的“易混淆词”























































行对比，说明收词的异同及原因。 后以 13 个易混淆词为例，为对外汉语易混
淆词词典的收词提出了几点建议。 


























A Large number of synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language have 
been published at present. According to the survey from scholars, there are some 
problem for these dictionaries, such as being not normative and lacking significant 
pertinence. This paper uses confusable words, which presented by Zhang Bo, to take 
place of synonym words, and employs five Chinese synonym dictionaries and seven 
synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language to sieve out thirteen 
confusable words with high collecting frequency. Meanwhile, it explores statistics of 
interlanguage inaccuracy and dictionary word-collection by using these confusable 
words, then figures out  vocabulary for thirteen confusable words with qualitative 
and quantitative analysis, and finally provides some opinions for confusable words 
collection of synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language.  
  This paper consists of five parts: 
  Chapter One defines the concept of confusable word firstly, then explains what 
this paper researches on and detail researching procedures by showing the basis of 
choosing topic and the importance and the thinking and method for the research. 
Besides, this chapter summarizes the present word collection of dictionaries referred 
in the paper and Chinese Interlanguage research, and exhibits present research 
achievements. 
  Chapter Two provides the foundation for this paper by defining synonym and 
introducing and researching confusable word. Synonym defines the words by 
semantic relation, and we can employ Prototype Category Theory to the debate of 
synonym's boundary. Category is subjective and continuous and vague, and synonym 
is a category gathered by the family resemblance between members and archetype. 
The concept of confusable word is based on interlanguage, and confusable word is a 
category of word according to confusing use and fuzziness of words used by second 
language learner, it is parallelled with synonym. Confusable word and synonym are 















emphasis on depending on huge vocabulary of Chinese Interlanguage Corpus. 
Chapter Three firstly employs five Chinese synonym dictionaries and seven 
synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language to sieve out thirteen 
confusable words with high collection frequency by three steps. The reason for 
choosing the words in this way is we can find out the problems on word collection in 
present dictionary by comparing interlanguage inaccuracy and dictionary 
word-collection. After that, author analyses the using of these thirteen confusable 
words in HSK word list and Chinese Interlanguage Corpus, then concludes four 
types of confusable words. First type is misusing synonym. Second type is misusing 
the words with the same morpheme, including generalization of monosyllabic words 
and over use of high using frequency words. Third type is the error of the target 
words made by English native speakers. Forth type is the inaccuracy due to the 
characteristics of Chinese, such as similar shape, the same or similar pronunciation. 
The first and second types of these are caused by misuse of semantic relation and 
inaccuracy due to Chinese language. This shows that the achievements of word 
collection in present dictionaries should be employed when collecting confusable 
word, and we should pay more attention on the errors of the target words made by 
English native speakers. There are four reasons for the inaccuracy. First, the 
characteristics and custom of Chinese language. Second, generalization of target 
language's principle. Third, teachers and teaching materials improperly translate in 
English or over use translated words. Forth, the characteristics of Chinese itself.  
Chapter Four firstly investigates the word collection of thirteen confusable words 
in totally twelve Chinese dictionaries and dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign 
Language, and analyses the word collection between these two type dictionaries by 
comparison, and figure out that dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language 
almost choose Chinese synonym when collecting words, though there are some 
increase and decrease. Then author compares word collection with interlanguage 
inaccuracyand finds that they are quite different, only 15 percents of the total 
collected words are exactly identical and almost the same. According to above 















summary, the problems are dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language almost 
choosing Chinese synonym when collecting words, and dictionaries lacking a large 
scale statistics of Chinese Interlanguage Corpus and not explain the word misuse of 
second language learner. 
Chapter Five provides the collecting standard for the thirteen confusable words 
and draw up vocabulary of thirteen confusable words on the the basis of above 
statistic and analysis. Meanwhile, author compares the vocabulary with catalogue of 
the dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language, and explains the difference and 
reasons for word collecting. Finally, the paper gives some opinions for confusable 
words collection of synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language by 
taking the example of thirteen confusable words.  
All in all, this paper employs the catalogue of Chinese synonym dictionaries and 
synonym dictionaries for Chinese as a Foreign Language to sieve out thirteen 
confusable words with high collecting frequency, and figures out statistic of 
confusable words misuse by Chinese Interlanguage Corpus, and finds out the 
existing problems for present dictionaries by comparison between misuse and word 
collection. On the basis of above, we conclude four word collecting standard and 
draw up vocabulary of thirteen confusable words. Through the statistic and analysis 
in this paper, we can believe that students who study abroad and speak particular 
language should be taken into consideration when synonym dictionaries for Chinese 
as a Foreign Language collect words. Editors should make full use of the word 
collecting achievement of present synonym dictionaries under Lexicon and 
Characters Grades Outline and pay more attention to the research of massive 
vocabulary on Chinese Interlanguage Corpus, to make the confusable words  
collecting more well-targeted andpractical. 
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